Recent Updates and Fixes for Internet Recharter 2.0

August 31, 2022

- YPT non-compliance now an Error for the unit
- Council Registrar enabled to view charter and assist unit in real-time
- Enabled printing of unit charter prior to submittal for review
- Updated features to both register and identify multiples
- Improved recharter validation (e.g., min # of leaders, too many leaders in a position, CBC, YPT)
- Improved payment process and clarification if more than one unit paying from same back account
- Improved recharter support for Exploring Posts and Clubs
- Email approval will be sent to both Unit Key 3 and Key 3 Delegate
- Demo Tool for Commissioners (aka Sandbox)
- Unit Selector for those Charter Organizations that sponsor more than one unit, enabling easy access to each unit during the rechartering process
- Ability to sort by position to help validate appropriate positions are filled
- Separate section identified for pre-paid members (those who registered online and pre-paid)
- Summary statement of next steps following unit clicking charter submit button
- Micro-deposits confirmed via a website, not by email
- Institutional Head is now a position in the drop menu of available positions

August 1, 2022

- Improved validation to show more detailed errors
- Changed message for initiated manual charters
- Direct unit leader to application manager when there are pending applications before submitting recharter
- Added gender to roster report
- On the confirmation page at the end, we will be indicating who signed the recharter paperwork and when it was signed
- Units who did not have two primary youth in the unit will receive an error vs. a warning previously
- Units that have expired and are not rechartering will no longer be presented as units to be able to multiple into
- New fees are reflecting in recharter calculation
- Creating a page to submit microdeposit information to validate ACH payments, which will allow us to not rely on email from WePay that was periodically going to junk and spam email boxes
- Creating clearer instructions on documents requested for upload to avoid erroneous documents from being uploaded
- Removing “no extra fee” from UI and replacing “Local council processing fee may apply” to account for councils who add a fee for manual pay
- Adding instructions for ACH payers to help understand additional steps
- Marking prepaid youth and adults on recharter paperwork
- Adding language educating difference between participant and youth.
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